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Abstract— Narrowband Internet-of-Things (NB-IoT) is one of
the emerging 5G technologies, but might introduce narrowband
interference (NBI) to existing broadband systems, such as long-
term evolution advanced (LTE-A) systems. Thus, the mitiga-
tion of the NB-IoT interference to LTE-A is an important
issue for the harmonic coexistence and compatibility between
4G and 5G. In this paper, a newly emerged sparse approximation
technique, block sparse Bayesian learning (BSBL), is utilized
to estimate the NB-IoT interference in LTE-A systems. The
block sparse representation of the NBI is constituted through
the proposed temporal differential measuring approach, and
the BSBL theory is utilized to recover the practical block
sparse NBI. A BSBL-based method, partition estimated BSBL,
is proposed. With the aid of the estimated block partition
beforehand, the Bayesian parameters are obtained to yield the
NBI estimation. The intra-block correlation (IBC) is considered
to facilitate the recovery. Moreover, exploiting the inherent
structure of the identical IBC matrix, another method of infor-
mative BSBL is proposed to further improve the accuracy,
which does not require prior estimation of the block parti-
tion. Reported simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
methods are effective in canceling the NB-IoT interference in
LTE-A systems, and significantly outperform other conventional
methods.

Index Terms— Narrowband Internet-of-Things, long term evo-
lution advanced, narrowband interference, block sparse Bayesian
learning, temporal differential measuring.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LONG term evolution advanced (LTE-A) radio access
network (RAN) and technologies have been drawing a lot

of attention from both industry and academia, boldly paving
the way from 4G to 5G technologies [1], [2]. Cyclic-prefixed
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CP-OFDM) plays
an important role in RAN techniques of LTE-A due to
its superior anti-frequency-selectivity capability and spectral
efficiency, and thus also applied in many other broadband
systems such as wireless local access networks (WLAN) [3].
Since there are a lot of different narrowband communications
services occupying the same band adopted by the broadband
LTE-A system, it is much likely for LTE-A base-stations (BS)
or user equipment (UE) to suffer from narrowband interfer-
ence (NBI) [4]. In LTE-A systems, NBI can be generated
from lots of different sources. A major source is the nar-
rowband internet-of-things (NB-IoT) system with “in-band”
mode occupying some sub-bands out of the LTE-A band [5],
which is much likely to interfere with and degrade the perfor-
mance of the LTE-A systems [6]. As an ultra-low complexity
and low power consumption technology with large coverage,
NB-IoT is becoming a popular emerging technology in the
area of IoT and machine-type communications, which is
a competitive candidate for the 5G new radio scenarios
and technologies [7]. When NB-IoT uses the same in-band
resource already occupied by LTE-A, it is difficult for LTE-A
systems to avoid the interference from NB-IoT without degra-
dation of system performance and spectral efficiency. Hence,
it is crucial to find solutions for the compatibility between
NB-IoT and LTE-A to achieve smooth 4G/5G transition and
harmonious coexistence between them, while maintaining the
spectral efficiency of LTE-A systems.

The NBI generated by NB-IoT can be modeled as a sparse
vector in the frequency domain, which has only few nonzero
entries compared with the number of sub-carriers. More gener-
ally, the nonzero entries of the NBI are not necessarily located
exactly at the frequencies of the sub-carriers in practical
OFDM-based systems. Namely, there might be a fractional
frequency offset (FO) with respect to the OFDM sub-carriers,
so the NBI will be a block sparse vector due to the spectral
leakage [8], i.e., the nonzero entries are clustered in blocks.

Conventional methods include the frequency threshold exci-
sion (FTE) approach [9] that excludes the NBI contaminated
sub-carriers, the linear minimum mean square error estimation
method [10], and the successive cancellation method [11],
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the spectral shaping NBI avoidance method [12], the con-
strained maximum-signal-to-interference-noise-ratio equalizer
method [13], etc. Nevertheless, these conventional methods
process with the NBI by only excluding or suppressing its
power, but not reconstructing the exact NBI signal and can-
celling it from the data, so the impact of NBI cannot be
comprehensively eliminated. Hence, advanced physical layer
techniques are necessarily essential to improve the robustness
of broadband transmission systems against NBI.

Recently, the compressed sensing (CS) theory [14] is
applied in NBI estimation [15]–[19]. Al-Dhahir et al first
applied CS principle in NBI estimation for OFDM systems,
and extended to power line communication and relay systems
for the NBI with frequency offset [15]–[17]. Another method
was proposed using training sequence to estimate NBI based
on CS in literature [18], [19]. However, the CS-based NBI
mitigation method exploiting the training sequence in time-
domain synchronous OFDM (TDS-OFDM) systems [18] is
not designed for cyclic prefixed OFDM (CP-OFDM). The NBI
estimated from the preamble [19] might turn out inaccurate for
the payload data symbols since it is not adaptively updated for
each payload OFDM symbol. In addition, CS methods tend to
suffer from large sparsity levels of the block sparse NBI in
practice.

Another newly emerging and powerful theory for sparse
approximation, block sparse Bayesian learning (BSBL), is pro-
posed to utilize the intra-block correlation (IBC) to recover
block sparse signals to achieve superior performance than
CS methods, such as the BSBL-expectation maximiza-
tion (BSBL-EM) algorithm [20]. The block sparse nature
of the NBI with FO inspires us to exploit BSBL for NBI
recovery to solve the problems of both conventional and
CS based methods. By iteratively learning the unknown sta-
tistical parameters of the NBI based on a sparse Bayesian
learning regime, the BSBL based algorithms are capable of
deriving a more accurate posterior estimation of the NBI than
CS and conventional methods. Based on the comprehensive
literature survey on the related topics, there is no existing
research of NBI recovery based on BSBL, and no state-of-
art research that has considered the IBC within the blocks of
the block sparse NBI to facilitate the NBI estimation. The
prosperity of the BSBL theory in sparse signal processing in
literature motivates us to exploit the IBC and introduce the
BSBL theory to the NBI recovery to fill this gap.

Hence, to solve the problems of the NB-IoT interference
estimation and cancelation in LTE-A systems, the BSBL
theory based approach of NBI cancellation is proposed in this
paper, which is the first BSBL based method in the area of NBI
mitigation. Furthermore, the IBC of the NBI is also considered
to facilitate the learning process and improve the performance
of NBI reconstruction. The main contributions are as follows:
• To solve the difficulty in measuring the NBI mixed with

the information data, a simple and effective temporal
differential measuring (TDM) approach is proposed to
establish the block sparse representations of the NBI,
which is simply implemented by a differential operation
between the CP and its duplex in the subsequent OFDM
block.

• A BSBL based method, i.e., partition estimated
BSBL (PE-BSBL), is proposed for NBI recovery.
PE-BSBL first estimates the block partition by power
thresholding, and then recover the NBI using expectation
maximization (EM) [20], which significantly outperforms
conventional methods.

• To further improve the performance, the informative
BSBL (I-BSBL) method is proposed, which makes full
use of the fact that IBC matrix is the same due to the same
FO for different blocks. The IBC matrix is calculated
beforehand without requiring the estimation of the block
partition. Then an artificial non-overlapping block-sparse
representation of the NBI is built up, based on which
the NBI is recovered by the I-BSBL learning process to
achieve better accuracy.

The advantages and the criterion of choosing a better
algorithm from the two proposed algorithms are summa-
rized as follows: 1) Whether the FO is known to the
receiver or whether it can be well estimated. If the FO is
known to the receiver or can be well estimated at the receiver,
then I-BSBL is preferred, otherwise PE-BSBL is a relatively
better choice. When the FO is well known or estimated,
the prior information required by I-BSBL is more accurate.
When the FO is not available, PE-BSBL is still capable of
estimating the block partition. 2) Whether the FOs of all
the NBI tone interferers are the same. If they are the same,
then I-BSBL is preferred, otherwise PE-BSBL is better. The
same FO is a basic assumption of I-BSBL. When the FOs
are different from each other, PE-BSBL is still capable of
estimating the block partition. 3) I-BSBL is proposed in the
extended equivalent block-sparse framework of BLSBL, which
is suited for the case where the block partition is completely
unknown at the receiver. Although PE-BSBL does not require
the block partition to be known, the block partition has to
be estimated before iterations. Hence, in certain case that the
block partition cannot be estimated accurately, the I-BSBL
algorithm is more applicable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives a brief review of the BSBL theory, and the system
model is presented in Section III. The main contribution of
this paper, the BSBL based sparse approximation method for
NBI elimination in CP-OFDM incorporated LTE-A systems,
is described in detail in Section IV, and the performance is
evaluated through computer simulations in Section V, which
is followed by the conclusions in Section VI. An initial
conference version of part of this work is given in [21].

Notation: Matrices and column vectors are denoted by bold-
face letters; frequency-domain and time-domain vectors are
denoted by boldface vectors with tilde ṽ and without tilde v,
respectively; (·)† and (·)H denote the pseudo-inversion oper-
ation and conjugate transpose, respectively; ‖ · ‖r represents
the �r norm operation; |�| denotes the cardinality of the set
�; v|� denotes the entries of the vector v in the set of �; A�

represents the sub-matrix comprised of the � columns of the
matrix A; �c denotes the complementary set of �; Max(v, T )
denotes the indices of the T largest entries of the vector v; FN

denotes the N × N inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)
matrix with the entry {FN }m,n = exp ( j2πmn/N)/

√
N , and
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SM,N denotes the selection matrix composed of the last M
rows of the N × N identity matrix IN (M < N). This way,
the last M rows of FN is denoted by SM,N FN .

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF BLOCK SPARSE

BAYESIAN LEARNING

In the BSBL framework [20], the goal is to reconstruct the
block sparse vector x from a noisy measurement vector y ∈
CM (M < N) given by

y = �x + w, (1)

where � is the M × N observation matrix, w is a bounded
background noise vector, and x is represented in a block sparse
way given by

x = [x1, · · · xd1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

xT
1

, · · · xdg−1+1, · · · xdg
︸ ︷︷ ︸

xT
g

]T , (2)

where the size of each block di is not necessarily identical.
Only Kb (Kb � g) blocks are nonzero among all the g blocks.
Equation (1) is the block sparse representation of the NBI.
In the BSBL framework, each block xi ∈ C

di is assumed to
follow a parametric multivariate Gaussian distribution

p(xi ; γi , Bi ) ∼ N (0, γi Bi ), i = 1, · · · , g, (3)

where the parameters Bi and γi are unknown to be determined.
The block sparsity of x is determined by the nonnegative
parameter γi , and nonzero γi indicates that the i -th block is
nonzero. During the Bayesian learning procedure, most {γi }i
asymptotically approach zero due to the automatic relevance
determination mechanism, resulting in the block sparsity [20].
The IBC matrix is denoted by Bi ∈ Cdi×di , which is a
positive definite matrix indicating the correlation structure
within the i -th block. The IBC matrix Bi can be initialized by
the covariance matrix, and it can be updated and optimized
by the learning rules in the BSBL iterations. Under the
assumption that blocks are mutually uncorrelated, the prior of
x is p(x; {γi, Bi }i ) ∼ N (0,�0), where the prior covariance
matrix of x is given by

�0 = diag{γ1B1, · · · , γgBg}. (4)

Assume that the noise follows the distribution p(w; ε) ∼
N (0, εI), where ε is the noise variance. The posterior of x
is then derived as

p(x|y; ε, {γi, Bi }gi=1) = N (µx ,�x ), (5)

where

µx = �0�
T
(

εI +��0�
T
)−1

y, (6)

�x =
(

�−1
0 +

1

ε
�T �

)−1

. (7)

The unknown parameters ε, {γi , Bi }gi=1 are estimated by
a Type II maximum likelihood procedure [22]. After the
parameters are estimated, the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP)
estimation of x can be derived directly by x̂ = µx as in (6).
The framework above is defined as the BSBL framework [20].

Fig. 1. Block sparse representation for BSBL based NBI recovery through
TDM method for CP-OFDM symbol in LTE-A systems.

In our work, the proposed BSBL based algorithm contains the
learning rules for the parameters ε, {γi , Bi }gi=1. For the first
proposed method PE-BSBL, different IBC matrices {Bi }gi=1
are estimated through the learning process. As for the second
proposed method I-BSBL, the same IBC matrix is calculated
beforehand using the FO matrix, and adopted as an informative
aid, which is described in detail in Section IV.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. CP-OFDM Signal Model in LTE-A

As adopted in LTE-A standards [1], [2] as well as many
other broadband transmission systems, the CP-OFDM frame
structure is composed of the length-V CP and the length-N
OFDM block, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameter N is the
number of sub-carriers, and the CP part is the last V samples
of its following OFDM block. After being transmitted in the
wireless multi-path fading channel with the channel impulse
response (CIR) hi =

[

hi,0, hi,1, · · · , hi,L−1
]T in the presence

of NBI generated by NB-IoT signal, the received i -th CP
pi =

[

pi,0, pi,1, · · · , pi,V−1
]T before the i -th received OFDM

block xi in the LTE-A system is given by

pi = 	CPhi + ei + wi , (8)

where ei =
[

ei,0, ei,1, · · · , ei,V−1
]T denotes the time-domain

NBI vector when we look at the CP part, and wi denotes the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with zero mean
and variance of σ 2

w , while the CP component at the receiver
is denoted by 	CPhi , with the matrix 	CP ∈ C

V×L given by
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

xi,N−V xi−1,N−1 xi−1,N−2 · · · xi−1,N−L+1

xi,N−V+1 xi,N−V xi−1,N−1 · · · xi−1,N−L+2

xi,N−V+2 xi,N−V+1 xi,N−V · · · xi−1,N−L+3
...

...
...

. . .
...

xi,N−V+L−2 xi,N−V+L−3 xi,N−V+L−4 · · · xi−1,N−1

xi,N−V+L−1 xi,N−V+L−2 xi,N−V+L−3 · · · xi,N−V

xi,N−V+L xi,N−V+L−1 xi,N−V+L−2 · · · xi,N−V+1
...

...
...

. . .
...

xi,N−1 xi,N−2 xi,N−3 · · · xi,N−L

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

whose entries {xi−1,n}N−1
n=N−L+1 represent the last L − 1

samples of the (i − 1)-th OFDM block xi−1, which
causes inter-block-interference (IBI) on the current i -th CP.
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Since the (i − 1)-th OFDM block xi−1 only causes IBI
on the first L − 1 samples of the i -th CP, the last G =
V − L + 1 samples of pi will form the IBI-free region
p
′
i =

[

pi,L−1, pi,L , · · · , pi,V−1
]T , i.e., p

′
i = SG,V pi , where

SG,V denotes the selection matrix composed of the last G rows
of the V × V identity matrix IV .

The IBI-free region exists in practical broadband transmis-
sion systems because a common rule for system design is
to configure the guard interval length V to be much larger
than the maximum channel delay spread L in the worst
case to avoid IBI between OFDM symbols, so L is usually
smaller than V in practice, i.e., L < V . For instance, all the
IEEE 802.11n [3], the ITU-T G.hn [23], and the 3GPP
LTE-A [1] standards based on CP-OFDM obey this rule. Even
if in certain extreme cases when the channel delay spread is
too long so that it exceeds the guard interval length, the guard
interval can be extended to a longer mode to ensure the
existence of IBI-free region, which is supported by various
standards that have extendable CP length modes [1], [3].
Hence, the IBI-free region at the end of the i -th CP can be
rewritten as

p
′
i = 	

′
CPhi + e

′
i + w

′
i , (9)

where p
′
i , e

′
i , and w

′
i consist of the last G entries of pi , ei ,

and wi in (8), respectively, while 	
′
CP ∈ CG×L is composed

of the last G rows of 	CP and contains only the entries in xi ,
i.e., 	

′
CP = SG,V 	CP. The duplicate of p

′
i at the end of the

i -th OFDM block xi is given by

p
′
Xi = 	

′
CPhi + e

′
Xi + w

′
Xi , (10)

where e
′
Xi and w

′
Xi denote the length-G time-domain NBI and

AWGN at the end of the i -th OFDM block, respectively.

B. The Block Sparse NBI Model

The NB-IoT signal working in-band in the LTE-A spec-
trum generates NBI to the receivers of LTE-A systems.
In the frequency domain at the receiver in LTE-A systems,
the generated NBI associated with the i -th received OFDM
block or its CP part is commonly modeled by a superposition
of tone interferers represented by a purely sparse vector
ẽi =

[

ẽi,0, ẽi,1, · · · , ẽi,N−1
]T with length N , where each

tone interferer is a bandlimited Gaussian noise (BLGN) with
its central frequency randomly distributed at all the N sub-
carriers [24], [25], and the power spectral density (PSD) of
N0,NBI = σ 2

e . Hence, the spectral amplitude of each tone inter-
ferer is a random Gaussian variable with the variance equal to
the PSD of the BLGN σ 2

e , and different tone interferers are
mutually independent [24]. Accordingly, the time-domain NBI
signal ei = [ei,0, ei,1, · · · , ei,V−1]T associated with the CP as
in (8) is given by

ei,n =
∑

k∈�i

ẽi,k · exp(
j2πkn

N
), n = 0, 1, · · · , V − 1, (11)

where �i =
{

k
∣

∣ẽi,k �= 0 , k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1
}

is the set of
the locations of nonzero entries, which is defined as the
support, and the support is assumed to be randomly distributed

in all the N sub-carriers. The sparsity level K is defined by
the number of nonzero entries, which is much smaller than
the signal dimension, i.e. K = |�i | � N . The NBI intensity
is indicated by interference-to-noise ratio (INR) defined by
E{Pe}

/

σ 2
w , with the average power Pe = ∑

k∈�i
|ẽi,k |2/K

and the variance of the background AWGN σ 2
w . It can be

derived that E{Pe} = σ 2
e according to the spectral amplitude

distribution, and thus the INR is σ 2
e /σ 2

w .
In practice, the spectral tone interferers of the NBI intro-

duced by the NB-IoT signal might not necessarily locate
exactly at the OFDM sub-carriers of the LTE-A system, which
extends our NBI model to a more general one [8]. In case there
is an FO between the OFDM sub-carriers (i.e. the DFT grid
of the LTE-A system) and the NBI (i.e. the NB-IoT frequency
locations), each nonzero entry of the purely sparse NBI vector
will spread out to a few adjacent sub-carriers, making the
frequency domain NBI vector of the i -th CP become a block
sparse vector ẽBi = [ẽBi,0, ẽBi,1, · · · , ẽBi,N−1 ]T given by

ẽBi = FH
N �FOFN

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CFO

ẽi , (12)

where ẽi is the purely sparse vector with few nonzero entries,
and �FO = diag{1, exp( j2πα/N), · · · , exp( j2πα(N −
1)/N)} is the FO matrix with the FO modeled by a uniformly
distributed variable α ∈ (−1/2, 1/2] [8]. Thus the time-
domain NBI vector associated with the IBI-free region of the
i -th CP in (9) is

e
′
i = SG,N FN ẽBi , (13)

where SG,N denotes the selection matrix composed of the last
G rows of the N×N identity matrix IN , and the last G rows of
FN is thus denoted by SG,N FN . The matrix CFO is a circulant
matrix whose first column is the IDFT of the diagonal of �FO.
Actually, the purely sparse NBI vector ẽi is a special case
of (12) when there is no FO, and we can derive that ẽBi = ẽi

and CFO = IN when α = 0. If α �= 0, CFO will have a certain
number of nonzero entries with significant magnitude at each
column. Its physical mechanism is that each original nonzero
entry (tone interferer) generates a certain range of frequency
spread around its central frequency. Then, by multiplying CFO
to the purely sparse vector ẽi , the vector ẽBi becomes block
sparse. Each tone interferer of the purely sparse NBI signal
will become a clustered block around the center tone interferer,
so the actual sparsity level of the block sparse NBI signal with
FO will turn larger than the original sparsity level K of the
purely sparse vector. Hence, the number of nonzero blocks
in (2) will be Kg = K .

Without loss of generality, the same FO α is adopted
for the tone interferers for simplicity of presentation in this
paper. In fact, this model can be easily extended to different
frequency offsets for different tone interferers by setting a
distinct FO matrix CFO,i for each nonzero tone interferer ẽi,k

in (12). The phase offset relation described in the following
(16) still holds for each tone interferer ẽi,k with its own FO αi .
By linear superposition of all the tone interferers, the proposed
TDM method and the formulated model (18), as well as the
BSBL algorithm described in the following Section IV, still
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hold in the same way. The model of different FO’s has been
investigated in literature [41], [42], which can also be referred
to for reference.

It should be noted that there is an important characteristic
of NBI, which facilitates the proposed method for block
sparse representation: the temporal correlation. The temporal
correlation claims that, both the support and the amplitude of
the NBI keep invariant over the received OFDM symbol of
interest. First, for the support, the NB-IoT signal working in-
band in LTE-A spectrum is located fixed in certain frequency
locations in the LTE-A spectrum [5], [7], so the support
of the NBI caused by NB-IoT signals keep invariant. The
NBI signal in other broadband transmission systems generally
comes from the licensed radio services (analog radio and
TV broadcasting [26], [27]), narrowband wireless services
(e.g. Bluetooth [28]), inappropriate spectrum allocation plans
of analogue broadcasting [29], amateur radio signals [30], and
narrowband electrical devices emissions (microwave ovens,
personal computers [31], [32]) that are working at relatively
fixed frequencies. Such interference signals are narrowband
and transmitted at relatively constant frequencies so that the
NBI can also be assumed to hit the same sub-carriers of the
OFDM-based wireless transmission system for over several
consecutive OFDM symbols.

As for the amplitude, it can be shown by standards and
field tests that, the coherence time of the NBI signal is
typically longer than that of the received broadband OFDM
symbol, so that the amplitude of the NBI signal can be
regarded as invariant over the OFDM symbol. Typically,
according to the field tests and experimental observations in
real house/apartments [33], the NBI interferer source signal
has a bandwidth of around 50 - 5000 Hz, resulting in a
coherence time of around 200 μs - 20 ms. The supportive data
are provided in detail by [33], where it is reported that in many
cases, during the mains cycle of alternating current (20 ms),
the NBI signal is stationary and its levels do not change
based on the field test in [33]. As another example, among
the frequencies and bands of radio amateur signals in Italy,
most of them have the bandwidth of 200, 500 and 2700 Hz,
which implies that the NBI generated by radio amateur ingress
will be static over 370 μs - 5 ms. Considering about the NBI
generated by NB-IoT signals, the typical duration of one
NB-IoT symbol is in the range of 90 μs - 350 μs (OFDM/
SC-FDMA modulated, with sub-carrier spacing of 3.75kHz/
15kHz, including the guard interval) according to the specifi-
cations of NB-IoT [5], [7].

Compared with the relatively long duration of the coherence
time of the NBI, the existing broadband transmission systems
specify transmission frames (OFDM symbols) with much
shorter duration. For instance, the longest CP-OFDM symbol
duration (including the guard interval and the IFFT period) of
the WLAN system specified in the IEEE 802.11n standard [3],
is 3.2 μs for the channel spacing of 5 MHz (see [3, Table 18-5]
for detail). For the LTE-A signal, the duration of one OFDM
symbol (with sub-carrier spacing of 15kHz, including the
cyclic prefix) is less than 72 μs according to the LTE-A
standards [1], [2]. Therefore, it is shown that the coherence
time of NBI is normally longer than that of the OFDM symbol,

which implies that the amplitude of NBI can be considered
static over the OFDM symbol.

Due to the temporal correlation of the NBI, the support
and amplitude of the NBI associated with the CP part and
the following OFDM block part are the same, and only their
phases are shifted as follows: the time-domain NBI vector
associated with the i -th IBI-free region e

′
i should be equal to

the time-domain NBI vector e
′
Xi associated with the duplicate

of the CP in the following OFDM block with only a phase
shift, where e

′
Xi is given by

e
′
Xi = SG,N FN ẽBXi . (14)

So the frequency domain block sparse NBI vector ẽBXi =
[ẽBXi,0, ẽBXi,1, · · · , ẽBXi,N−1]T corresponding to the duplicate
part in the OFDM block is the phase shifted vector of ẽBi

corresponding to the CP part in (12), which is given by

ẽBXi,k = ẽBi,k exp

(

j2π(k+α)lB

N

)

, k = 0, 1, · · · , N−1,

(15)

where the FO α determines the phase to shift, and lB is
the distance between the i -th CP and its duplicate at the
following OFDM block. Note that lB = N in this case and
we further have ẽBXi,k = ẽBi,k exp ( j2πα), which yields a
simple constant proportional relation only determined by α as
follows

ẽBXi = exp ( j2πα) ẽBi . (16)

IV. BSBL BASED SPARSE APPROXIMATION OF NBI FOR

CP-OFDM INCORPORATED LTE-A SYSTEMS

A. Block Sparse Representation of NBI Through TDM

In CP-OFDM frames, as described in Section III, the time-
domain NBI vector e

′
i associated with the i -th IBI-free

region p
′
i is described in (13), where its frequency domain

form is the block sparse vector ẽBi given in (12).
Firstly, we should establish the block sparse representation

of the NBI, which can be implemented by the proposed TDM
operation on the CP-OFDM frame. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
since the i -th CP is the copy of the last V samples of the i -th
OFDM block, the measurement vector can be simply obtained
by the differential operation between the received IBI-free
region p

′
i in (9) and its duplicate p

′
Xi in (10) at the end of

the OFDM block, which eliminates the cyclic data component
�
′
CPhi and yields the measurement vector

p
′
i = e

′
i +w

′
i , (17)

where e
′
i = e

′
i − e

′
Xi and w

′
i = w

′
i − w

′
Xi . Thus from (13)

and (14), we have the block sparse representation of the NBI
as

p
′
i = SG,N FN ẽBi +w

′
i , (18)

where the length-N block sparse vector to be recovered is

ẽBi = ẽBi − ẽBXi = (1− exp ( j2πα))ẽBi , (19)

whose support and block partition are the same with those
of ẽBi given by (12). Using this block sparse representation
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in (18), ẽBi can be recovered from the acquired measurement
vector p

′
i in the presence of background AWGN based on

the proposed BSBL underlying method PE-BSBL. Afterwards,
ẽBi can be calculated by (19) and the NBI ẽBXi associated with
the i -th OFDM block can be calculated through (16). Then,
the NBI can be directly cancelled out from the information
data in the frequency domain just by subtracting ẽBXi from
the received frequency-domain OFDM sub-carriers Xi , which
is given by

X0
i = Xi − ẽBXi , (20)

where Xi is the DFT of the i -th received OFDM block xi as
illustrated in Fig. 1, while X0

i is the frequency-domain OFDM
data block free from the NBI generated by the NB-IoT signal.
Thus, the NBI-free OFDM data block can be then used for
information demapping and decoding.

B. NBI Recovery Through PE-BSBL

In the typical BSBL framework described in Section II,
the block partition of the block sparse vector to be recovered
is known [20]. For initialization, the parameters including
{γt , Bt } and the covariance matrix �0 are estimated. After-
wards, they are input to the BSBL iterations such as the EM
method, after which the MAP estimation of the block sparse
vector can be calculated.

In the proposed PE-BSBL approach, the block partition of
the NBI ẽBi will be firstly estimated by power thresholding.
The estimated block partition �Bi associated with the i -th
OFDM block can be acquired by

�Bi = {k
∣

∣

∣| p̃
′
i,k |2 > ηth, k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1}, (21)

where p̃
′
i =

[

 p̃
′
i,0, p̃

′
i,1, · · · , p̃

′
i,N−1

]

is the N-point

DFT of p
′
i , and the power threshold ηth used to determine

the estimated block partition is given by

ηth = β

N

N−1
∑

k=0

∣

∣

∣ p̃
′
i,k

∣

∣

∣

2
, (22)

where β is a scaling coefficient that can be configured pro-
portional to the INR in different scenarios, and is empirically
given by β = √

2σ 2
e /σ 2

w as an appropriate choice. Afterwards,
every group of consecutive indices in �Bi are marked as one
nonzero block. Those indices not included in �Bi are labeled
as zero blocks. By labeling these blocks, the initial block
partition �i = {St }gt=1 is estimated, where each block is an
index set given by

St = {dt−1 + 1, dt−1 + 2, · · · , dt }, t = 1, 2, · · · , g, (23)

where dt is the size of the t-th block given in (2) and might
be different from each other. Then the initial estimation of the
support of the purely sparse vector ẽi in (12) can be obtained
by picking out the index of the largest entry in each nonzero
block

�i =
{

k

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

k ∈ �Bi , k = arg max
k∈St

{| p̃
′
i,k |}, t = 1, 2, · · · , g

}

.

(24)

After estimating the block partition, the parameters that
need to be learnt can be firstly initialized. Set γ

(0)
t = 0 for

zero blocks and γ
(0)
t = 1 for nonzero blocks. According to

the BLGN a priori distribution of the NBI as described in
Section III-B, the variance (auto-covariance) matrix of the
purely sparse vector ẽi is a diagonal matrix Vẽi ∈ C

N×N with
the diagonal entries being {Vẽi }k,k = σ 2

e for k ∈ �i , and 0 for
k /∈ �i , because the tone interferers are mutually uncorrelated.
According to (12),(19) and the property of covariance in linear
transform, it is derived that

VẽBi = |1− exp ( j2πα)|2CFOVẽi C
H
FO

=�
(0)
0 , (25)

where �
(0)
0 ∈ CN×N is the initialized priori covariance matrix

of ẽBi . From (4), the IBC matrices {Bt }gt=1 can be initialized
by

B(0)
t = �

(0),t
0 , t = 1, 2, · · · , g, (26)

where �
(0),t
0 ∈ Cdt×dt denotes the corresponding t-th principal

diagonal block in �
(0)
0 . The block sparse NBI signal also

has the a priori Gaussian distribution in (25), because the
purely sparse NBI tone interferers are assumed to be Gaussian
distributed, and the spectral leakage due to the FO is linear
operation so the generated block sparse NBI signal is still
Gaussian distributed based on the random process theory.
The noise variance ε(0) can be initialized according to the
AWGN distribution or simply set to a value approaching
zero [20], [34], and ε(0) will be adjusted more accurately in
the BSBL process.

Then, the BSBL iterations are implemented to recover the
block sparse NBI ẽBi using these initialized parameters. The
PE-BSBL algorithm is summarized by the pseudo-code in
Algorithm 1, where µ

(k−1),t
x ∈ C

dt is the corresponding t-th
block of µ

(k−1)
x . The output of Algorithm 1 is the recovered

block sparse NBI ẽBi .
In the PE-BSBL method, it is assumed that the blocks might

have different sizes, so the matrices {Bt }gt=1 are different from
each other and required to be estimated through the learning
iterations. The block partition is also required to be estimated
before the learning process. In fact, the spectral leakage due to
the same FO for different blocks can be regarded as the same.
Making use of this observation, we can derive the same IBC
matrix for different blocks from the FO matrix CFO containing
the same pattern of scaling coefficients, before the learning
iterations to facilitate the BSBL method, which is described
in detail in the next sub-section. Hence, another BSBL based
method, I-BSBL, is proposed, which is capable of further
improving the accuracy of NBI recovery without requiring
block partition estimation beforehand.

C. I-BSBL for Block Sparse NBI Reconstruction

For the I-BSBL method, there is no need to estimate the
block partition beforehand for initialization. On the other hand,
importantly, the IBC within each block caused by the FO
can be taken good advantage of as an informative aid for the
I-BSBL algorithm. The blocks are assumed to have identical
size u, and the initial IBC matrices {Bt

(0)}gt=1 are initialized to
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Algorithm 1 Partition Estimated Block Sparse Bayesian
Learning (PE-BSBL)
Input:

1) Initial IBC parameters {B(0)
t , γ

(0)
t }gt=1

2) Initial priori covariance matrix �
(0)
0

3) Initial noise variance ε(0)

4) Measurement vector p
′
i

5) Observation matrix �
= SG,N FN

Initialization:

1: µ
(0)
x ← �

(0)
0 �T

(

ε(0)I+��
(0)
0 �T

)−1
p

′
i

2: �
(0)
x ←

(

�
(0)−1
0 + 1

ε(0) �
T �

)−1

3: ẽ(0)
Bi ← µ

(0)
x , ζ ← 1× 10−8, k ← 0

Iterations:
4: repeat
5: k← k + 1 {Next iteration}

6: γ
(k)
t ← 1

dt
Tr

[
(

B(k−1)
t

)−1
(

�
(k−1),t
x + µ

(k−1),t
x

(

µ
(k−1),t
x

)T
)]

7: ε(k) ← 1
G

[
∥

∥

∥p
′
i −�µ

(k−1)
x

∥

∥

∥

2

2
+Tr

(

�
(k−1)
x �H �

)
]

8: B(k)
t ← 1

γ
(k)
t

[

�
(k−1),t
x + µ

(k−1),t
x

(

µ
(k−1),t
x

)T
]

9: �
(k)
0 ← diag

{

γ
(k)
1 B(k)

1 , γ
(k)
2 B(k)

2 , · · · γ (k)
g B(k)

g

}

10: µ
(k)
x ← �

(k)
0 �H

(

ε(k)I+��
(k)
0 �H

)−1
p

′
i

11: �
(k)
x ←

(

�
(k)−1
0 + 1

ε(k) �
T �

)−1

12: ẽ(k)
Bi ← µ

(k)
x {The k-th MAP estimation}

13: until(

1
N

∥

∥

∥ẽ(k)
Bi −ẽ(k−1)

Bi

∥

∥

∥

1
<ζ &

∥

∥

∥p
′
i−�ẽ(k)

Bi

∥

∥

∥

2

2
<ε(k)

)

{Halting condition}
Output:

Recovered block sparse NBI vector ẽBi = ẽ(k)
Bi

the same matrix B(0) ∈ Cu×u , which is more practical since
each tone interferer will spread out to the same number of
adjacent sub-carriers with the same scaling coefficients due to
the same FO. Note that this can also be derived from (12)
where the t-th column (t = 1, · · · , N) of the circulant matrix
CFO has u significant nonzero entries, i.e. scaling coefficients,
around the t-th diagonal entry (CFO)t t , and other entries whose
powers are smaller than ρ|(CFO)t t |2 are neglectable, where
ρ is the coefficient used to exclude the insignificant entries.
According to the BSBL theory, the algorithm process towards
learning the parameters are not sensitive to the choice of the
block size u [20], although the computational complexity will
be reduced if a suitable u is selected by configuring a very
small ρ, such as ρ = 0.01, to exclude the insignificant entries.
Any tone interferer in ẽi will spread out to the same extent
to generate a block in ẽBi with the same block size of u
located around this tone interferer, and the IBC of different
blocks is identical. Exploiting this property, the identical IBC
matrix B(0) can be exactly initialized from the FO matrix CFO,
which is described in detail in the following content.

Firstly, an artificial non-overlapping block-sparse represen-
tation of the NBI is built up in order to cope with the
unknown block partition. Since the block partition is unknown,
the blocks can be located at arbitrary positions and might

overlap with each other. There might be in total NB
= N−u+1

overlapping blocks in ẽBi , and the t-th block starts and
ends at the t-th and (t + u − 1)-th entries, respectively. All
the nonzero entries of ẽBi lie within a subset of these
NB blocks. Since the tone interferers of ẽi are BLGN and the
operation of (12) is linear, the t-th block follows a multivariate
Gaussian distribution with the covariance matrix of γt Bt ,
where Bt ∈ Cu×u . As described in Section II, the prior of
ẽBi ∼ N (0,�0), but �0 is no longer block diagonal due to
the overlapping of blocks. Each γt Bt lies along its principal
diagonal and might overlap other neighboring γ j B j (t �= j).
Hence, the typical BSBL framework described in the
PE-BSBL method requires some modifications to be applica-
ble in the I-BSBL method. The covariance matrix �0 is
expanded to a non-overlapping block diagonal matrix �̃0 ∈
CNBu×NBu given by

�̃0 = diag{γ1B1, · · · , γNB BNB }, (27)

where {γt Bt }NB
t=1 no longer overlap with each other. Then the

block sparse vector ẽBi can be decomposed as follows

ẽBi =
NB
∑

t=1

Et zt , (28)

where each non-overlapping block is denoted by zt ∈ Cu ,
E{zt } = 0, E{zt z j

T } = δt jγt Bt (δt j = 1 for t = j ,
otherwise δt j = 0), and the equivalent block sparse vector

z
=
[

zT
1 , · · · zT

NB

]T ∼ Nz(0, �̃0). Et ∈ C
N×u is a zero matrix

except that its t-th to (t + u − 1)-th rows are replaced by
the identity matrix Iu . Obviously, the block partition of the
artificial block-sparse vector z is trivial and known, since z is
simply composed of NB neighboring blocks with size of u.
Now the equivalent I-BSBL framework corresponding to (18)
can be established as

p
′
i =

NB
∑

t=1

SG,N FN Et zt +w
′ =Az+w

′
, (29)

where A
= [A1, · · ·ANB

]

with At
= SG,N FN Et . In this way,

the block sparse representation for the I-BSBL method is built
and is consistent with the typical BSBL framework given in
Section II, since the blocks in z no longer overlap with each
other. It is also derived that z follows a multivariate distribu-
tion. Since the block partition of z is known, the parameters
of the distribution can be learnt through the proposed I-BSBL
algorithm whose pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2.

The parameters in (27) for the I-BSBL model (29) should
be initialized to be input into the process of Algorithm 2.
As has been analyzed, the IBC matrices (covariance matrix
of each block) are identical for realistic NBI with FO. The
covariance between any pair of entries within a certain block
can be calculated by multiplying their corresponding signifi-
cant entries (scaling coefficients) in the FO matrix CFO given
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Algorithm 2 Informative Block Sparse Bayesian Learning
(I-BSBL)
Input:

1) Informative IBC {B(0)
t = B(0), γ

(0)
t = γ (0)}NB

t=1
2) Informative priori covariance matrix �̃

(0)
0

3) Initial noise variance ε(0)

4) Measurement vector p
′
i

5) Equivalent observation matrix A
= [A1, · · ·ANB

]

,

where At
= SG,N FN Et

Initialization:

1: µ
(0)
x ← �̃

(0)
0 AT

(

ε(0)I+ A�̃
(0)
0 AT

)−1
p

′
i

2: �
(0)
x ←

(

(�̃
(0)
0 )−1 + 1

ε(0) AT A
)−1

3: z(0)← µ
(0)
x , ζ ← 1× 10−8, k ← 0

Iterations:
4: repeat
5: k← k + 1 {Next iteration}

6: γ
(k)
t ← 1

u Tr

[

(

B(0)
)−1

(

�
(k−1),t
x +µ

(k−1),t
x

(

µ
(k−1),t
x

)T
)]

7: ε(k) ← 1
G

[
∥

∥

∥p
′
i − Aµ

(k−1)
x

∥

∥

∥

2

2
+Tr

(

�
(k−1)
x AH A

)
]

8: �
(k)
0 ← diag

{

γ
(k)
1 B(0), γ

(k)
2 B(0), · · · γ (k)

NB
B(0)

}

9: µ
(k)
x ← �

(k)
0 AH

(

ε(k)I + A�
(k)
0 AH

)−1
p

′
i

10: �
(k)
x ←

(

(�
(k)
0 )−1 + 1

ε(k) AT A
)−1

11: z(k) ← µ
(k)
x {The k-th MAP estimation}

12: until(

1
uNB

∥

∥z(k) − z(k−1)
∥

∥

1 < ζ &
∥

∥

∥p
′
i − Az(k)

∥

∥

∥

2

2
< ε(k)

)

{Halting condition}
Output:

Recovered equivalent block sparse vector z = z(k)

by (12). Thus, the IBC matrix B(0) ∈ Cu×u can be accurately
initialized as

B(0) = σ 2
e [b1, b2 · · · , bu]H [b1, b2 · · · , bu] , (30)

where each corresponding significant entry b j is given by

b j = (CFO)
j
⌊

u+1
2

⌋, j = 1, 2, · · · , u, (31)

where 
·� is the floor operator. Because any block of the
NB possible blocks might be nonzero or zero blocks with
equal probability, it is assumed that γ

(0)
t = γ (0) = 1/2, t =

1, · · · , NB during the initialization phase, and will be updated
to asymptotically approaching either 0 or 1 by the I-BSBL
algorithm. Thus, it is derived that the non-overlapping covari-
ance matrix (27) is initialized by

�̃
(0)
0 =

1

2
diag{B(0), · · · , B(0)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

NB blocks

}. (32)

Now the I-BSBL model in (29) can be solved by the
proposed Algorithm 2. By exploiting the informative para-
meters (the IBC matrix B(0), the covariance matrix �̃

(0)
0 ,

and γt ) in the extended equivalent framework given by (29),
the equivalent block sparse vector z will be recovered by
Algorithm 2 after the learning iterations, and thus the NBI
ẽBi is recovered from (28).

D. Final NBI Cancellation From OFDM Symbols

Till now, we have successfully recovered the block sparse
NBI vector, from which the NBI vectors located at the
OFDM blocks can be derived due to the temporal correla-
tion of the NBI. The block sparse NBI vector ẽBXi given
by (16) located at the i -th OFDM block should be cal-
culated for final cancellation. The block sparse differential
NBI vector ẽBi recovered by the proposed PE-BSBL or
I-BSBL algorithms can be exploited to derive the block
sparse NBI ẽBi located at the i -th CP according to (19) as
follows,

ẽBi = 1

1− exp ( j2πα)
ẽBi (33)

Then ẽBXi can be directly acquired from ẽBi using (16).
Afterwards, the NBI signal ẽBXi can be completely and
accurately cancelled from the received i -th frequency-domain
OFDM block Xi to obtain the NBI-free OFDM block X0

i ,
as given by (20). In this way, the receivers in LTE-A sys-
tems are free from the interference generated by the in-band
working NB-IoT signals.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND

SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance of computational complexity, the estima-
tion accuracy and the recovery probability for the proposed
BSBL underlying NBI cancellation methods in LTE-A systems
is evaluated by extensive simulations. The active data OFDM
sub-carrier number is N = 600 (when the number of resource
block is 50 [1]), and the length of each CP is V = 144,
as specified in the LTE-A standard [1]. The sub-carrier spacing
is 15 kHz, so the occupied active data bandwidth is configured
as 9.0 MHz [1], leading to a CP duration of 4.68 μs. In this
mode of LTE-A, the total number of sub-carriers considering
inactive and other ones is 1024, and the total channel band-
width is 10.0 MHz [1], [2]. The equivalent baseband multipath
six-tap channel, ITU-R Vehicular-A channel model [35] in
the presence of NBI with FO, which is widely used to
emulate the wireless mobile channel, is applied, where the
UE receiver velocity of 20 km/h is used to present the typical
low-speed mobile channel. The maximum delay spread of
the Vehicular-A channel is 2.51 μs, which is equivalent to
the channel length L = 76, so the size of the IBI-free
region is G = 68.1 As described in Section III-B, each tone
interferer of the NBI generated by the NB-IoT signal follows
a Gaussian distribution. The FO of the NBI is configured
a priori known as α = 0.20 in the simulations, while it can

1In the simulations, the size of IBI-free region can be pre-determined
according to the system configuration of frame length and the maximum
channel delay spread of the adopted channel. In realistic implementation,
the maximum channel delay spread can also be obtained from the a priori
knowledge of the channel environment and channel statistics, or from the
coarse channel estimation at the receiver.
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also be effectively estimated at the receiver through the grid
search method [15] in realistic implementation. Since each
NB-IoT signal occupies a bandwidth of 200 kHz according to
the NB-IoT specifications [5], which is equivalent to 13 sub-
carriers in the LTE-A spectrum, the sparsity level of the NBI
is assumed to be K = 13 in the simulations to emulate
one NB-IoT interfering source signal in the LTE-A system.
To make the NBI model more general, the support �i of the
NBI is assumed to follow a uniform distribution U [0, N − 1]
among all the N sub-carriers.2 The turbo code with code rate
of 1/3 as well as the 64QAM modulation as specified in
LTE-A [1] are adopted. Besides, the NBI recovery per-
formance of the previously proposed CS based methods,
including sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (SAMP) [36] and
a priori aided SAMP (PA-SAMP) [18], are also evalu-
ated using the same wireless system setup and reported for
comparison.

A. Performance Evaluation of Computational
and Time Complexity

The computational complexity of the proposed algorithms
and the state-of-the-art ones are analyzed and compared in this
subsection, which mainly concerned with the two aspects of
theoretical analysis and numerical simulations.

1) Theoretical Analysis: The computational complexity and
the number of iterations for both the proposed BSBL-based
and conventional CS-based algorithms are analyzed theo-
retically. For conventional CS-based algorithms, the SAMP
algorithm [Do08] mainly consumes the complexity in the
greedy iterations, where the complexity of each iteration
mainly lies in two parts, i.e., the inner product between
the observation matrix and the residue, and the equivalent
least squares problem. The total number of the iterations
is K . Hence, the computational complexity of the conven-
tional SAMP algorithm is O (G (K + N) K ), where G, K ,
and N denote the size of measurements, the sparsity level,
and the size of unknown sparse vector, respectively. Since
N > K the complexity is equivalent to O (G N K ). The
PA-SAMP algorithm contains the complexity of prior infor-
mation acquisition, which is implemented by FFT operation.
The total average number of iterations is reduced to K − K0
where K0 is the sparsity level of the prior aided partial support.
Hence, the total computational complexity of PA-SAMP is
O
(

G (K + N) (K − K0)+ N log2(N)
)

, which is equivalent
to O

(

G N(K − K0)+ N log2(N)
)

. It can be observed that,
the total complexity of PA-SAMP and SAMP is linear to the
sparsity level K .

For both the proposed BSBL-based algorithms, the com-
plexity mainly lies in the initialization and iterations. As for
the initialization, PE-BSBL consumed the complexity of
O
(

G
(

N2 + G
))

from Line 1 in Algorithm 1, and O
(

N2G
)

from Line 2, so the complexity of initialization of PE-BSBL
is O

(

G
(

N2 + G
))

. Here typically one has N > G. Besides,
PE-BSBL also consumes complexity of O

(

N3
)

in block

2The parameter K represents the sparsity level of the purely sparse NBI
vector without FO, and the number of the nonzero blocks in the block sparse
NBI signal with FO is Kg = K as described in Section III-B.

partition estimation mainly due to (25). Similarly one can
derive that the complexity of initialization of I-BSBL from
Line 1, 2 in Algorithm 2 is O (u NG (u N + G)), where
u denotes the size of each equivalent sub-block and one can
derive that O (NB) = O (N). Now considering the complexity
of each BSBL iteration, the complexity of PE-BSBL mainly
comes from Line 6 - 11 in Algorithm 1. Note that the size of
sub-block t is denoted by dt , and the number of sub-blocks
g is proportional to the purely sparsity level K , and N > K .
Then, one has the complexity of each line as follows: Line 6
- O

(

N3/K 2
)

, Line 7 - O
(

N2G
)

, Line 8 - O
(

N2/K
)

, Line
10 - O

(

G
(

N2 + G
))

, Line 11 - O
(

N2G
)

. Therefore, sum-
ming them together, the total complexity of each iteration of
PE-BSBL is O

(

N3/K 2 + G N2
)

. Similarly, one can derive
that the total complexity of each iteration of I-BSBL is
O
(

u2 N2G
)

. Hence, one can infer that the complexity of the
proposed BSBL-based algorithms have positive correlation
with the size of the unknown sparse vector (N), the size of
the measurement vector (G), and the size of the equivalent
sub-block for I-BSBL (u), and negative correlation with the
sparsity level for PE-BSBL (K ).

Furthermore, considering the total number of iterations, it is
difficult for the BSBL-based algorithms to derive a closed-
form expression of the iteration number. According to the
state-of-art BSBL theory [20], the halting condition of BSBL
iterations is that the residue should be less than a certain given
threshold, which might be reached at any iteration irrelevant to
the parameters of K , G, N , etc. Besides, the convergence rate
of learning is closely related with the initial status, the fitting
extent (whether overfitting or not), and the intensity of NBI
with respect to background noise (indicated by INR), etc.
Thus, there is no explicit theoretical relationship between the
total iteration number and the sparsity level, which is different
from conventional CS-based algorithms [37]. However, one
can effectively and fairly evaluate the average total number
of iterations of BSBL-based algorithms through the following
numerical results and simulations.

2) Numerical Results and Simulations: The computational
and time complexity of the proposed BSBL-based algorithms
and the conventional CS-based algorithms are analyzed and
compared, with respect to different sparsity levels and different
INR.

Firstly, the runtime (i.e. computational speed) of the pro-
posed BSBL-based and conventional CS-based algorithms
with different sparsity levels are simulated and compared,
which is presented in Fig. 2. The average runtime for each
algorithm is calculated by averaging the runtime of 103

simulation estimations. The INR is set to 20 dB. It can be
observed from Fig. 2 that the runtime of the conventional
CS-based algorithms increases approximately linearly with the
sparsity level, which indicates that the computational speed
degrades heavily with large sparsity levels. On the other
hand, the proposed BSBL-based algorithms are much faster.
Especially, the runtime of PE-BSBL is decreasing with respect
to the sparsity level, and it can be noted that the computational
speed of I-BSBL is almost irrelevant to the sparsity level.
These simulation results are all consistent with the previous
theoretical analysis.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the computational speed of the proposed BSBL-based
and conventional CS-based algorithms with respect to sparsity level.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the computational speed of the proposed BSBL-based
and conventional CS-based algorithms with respect to INR.

Besides, the runtime the proposed BSBL-based and conven-
tional CS-based algorithms with respect to INR are simulated
and compared, which is presented in Fig. 3. The sparsity
level is set to K = 30. It can be observed from Fig. 3
that the runtime of the conventional CS-based algorithms are
significantly higher than the proposed BSBL-based algorithms.
Moreover, it is noted that the computational speed of the
proposed BSBL-based algorithms increases with the increase
of INR, since higher INR leads to the decrease of BSBL
learning iterations and faster convergence rate. On the other
hand, the runtime of conventional CS-based algorithms keeps
invariant because INR has no effect on the number of CS
iterations, but just on the MSE performance.

Furthermore, the average number of iterations for the algo-
rithms with respect to sparsity level and INR are numerically
analyzed and listed for comparison in Table I and Table II,
respectively. The average iteration number of each algorithm is
calculated by averaging the iteration number of 103 simulation
estimations. It is indicated from Table I that the number of
iterations for the conventional CS-based algorithms increase
linearly with respect to sparsity level, while those of the pro-
posed BSBL-based algorithms almost keep invariant irrelevant

TABLE I

THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO
SPARSITY LEVEL (INR = 20.0 dB)

TABLE II

THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INR (K = 30)

Fig. 4. MSE performance comparisons of the proposed BSBL based method
and the CS based counterparts for NBI recovery in the LTE-A system under
the wireless Vehicular-A channel.

to the sparsity level, which is consistent with the previous
theoretical analysis. From Table II, one can observe that the
number of iterations for the conventional CS-based algorithms
keep invariant with respect to INR, whereas those of the
proposed BSBL-based algorithms decreases with the increase
of INR. This is because higher INR will make BSBL iterations
converge faster to the precise solution constraint by the halting
condition of the BSBL algorithms, which is consistent with the
simulation result in Fig.3.

B. Simulation Results and Discussions of
NBI Estimation and Cancelation

The mean square error (MSE) performance of NBI recovery
using the proposed methods are shown in Fig. 4, with the
y-axes being logarithmic. The performances of the proposed
BSBL based methods (PE-BSBL and I-BSBL for the recov-
ery of the NBI associated with each CP-OFDM symbol),
the conventional BSBL-based algorithm BSBL-EM [20],
the CS-based methods (PA-SAMP [18] and SAMP [36]
using the preamble to estimate the NBI) are depicted with
the sparsity level K = 13. The theoretical Cramer-Rao lower
bound (CRLB) calculated by 2σ 2

w(K/V ) [18], [38] is also
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Fig. 5. Probability of NBI recovery using the proposed BSBL and CS based
methods in the LTE-A system under the wireless Vehicular-A channel.

included as a benchmark. It is noted from Fig. 4 that the
I-BSBL and PE-BSBL methods achieve a target MSE of 10−3

at the INR of 11.1 dB and 12.0 dB, respectively, and the
I-BSBL approach outperforms the conventional BSBL-based
algorithm BSBL-EM, the CS-based algorithms PA-SAMP
and SAMP, by approximately 2.0 dB, 2.2 dB and 3.9 dB,
respectively. It is also observed that the MSE of the proposed
BSBL-based algorithm is asymptotically approaching the the-
oretical CRLB with the increase of the INR, verifying the
validity and accuracy of the proposed methods. The increase
of the INR implies that the intensity of the NBI is increased
with respect to the background AWGN power, making the
NBI signal as measured in the block sparse representation (18)
easier to reconstruct, and more accurate.

The recovery probability of the proposed NBI recovery
method versus different sparsity levels under the Vehicular-
A channel is depicted in Fig. 5 with the INR = 30 dB and
α = 0.2, with the y-axes being linear. The recovery probability
is defined as the rate of the successful NBI estimations (correct
support estimation and MSE < 10−3) to the total estimations.
It is noted that the BSBL based methods and the CS based
methods reach a successful recovery probability of 0.90 at
the sparsity level of K = 31 and K = 20, respectively,
which indicates that the proposed methods can accurately
recover the NBI with large sparsity levels from the acquired
measurement data that only has quite a small size. Since each
NB-IoT signal occupies 13 sub-carriers in LTE-A spectrum,
it is inferred that the proposed BSBL method is capable
of effectively recovering and canceling at least 2 in-band
NB-IoT interfering signals in the LTE-A system. Moreover,
from the gap between the curves of the proposed BSBL and
CS based methods, it is implied that the proposed BSBL based
methods are more robust to larger sparsity levels, and that the
BSBL based methods are particularly effective in recovering
the block spare NBI signal that has more nonzero entries due
to the spectral spread caused by the FO of the NBI. It can
also be noted from Fig. 5 that, CS-based methods cannot
reach 100% successful recovery in the presence of 1 NB-IoT
interfering signal (corresponding to K = 13), whereas the

Fig. 6. NBI recovery probability versus different values of FO α in the
LTE-A system under the wireless Vehicular-A channel.

proposed BSBL methods have stable 100% successful recov-
ery probability in this case.

To measure the influence of the FO α of the NBI on the
proposed methods, the recovery probability versus the FO α
under the Vehicular-A channel is illustrated in Fig. 6, where
the FO ranges within α ∈ (−1/2, 1/2] and K = 13 and
INR = 30 dB, with the y-axes being linear. It is noted from
Fig. 6 that with the increase of the FO absolute value |α|,
the recovery successful rate of each method decreases. This
trend demonstrates that when there exists a large FO, each tone
interferer of the NBI will spread out to more adjacent sub-
carriers, resulting in the increase of the sparsity level of the
block sparse NBI and causing the degradation of the recovery
performance. It is worthwhile to be noted from Fig. 6 that,
the proposed I-BSBL and PE-BSBL algorithms significantly
outperform the conventional CS-based PA-SAMP and SAMP
methods that ignore the IBC within the blocks. With the
increase of the FO, each tone interferer spreads out to a wider
block, and it is observed that the gain of the proposed BSBL
methods over the CS-based methods grows larger. This implies
that the two proposed BSBL based methods can fully exploit
the IBC within the blocks of the NBI, whereas the CS-based
methods cannot. By initializing in advance and iteratively
learning the IBC parameters, a more accurate BSBL process
is facilitated to achieve a better recovery performance than
the CS-based methods. Note that when α = 0 and the block
sparse NBI turns to a purely sparse signal, the BSBL methods
still outperform the existing CS-based counterparts, because
the purely sparse vector is a special case of block sparse
vectors where all block sizes are one, and the a priori NBI
parameter distribution is fully exploited by the BSBL approach
and refined more accurate through learning process.

The bit error rate (BER) performance of the proposed
BSBL based methods with INR = 30 dB and K = 13
at the UE receiver in the LTE-A system under the wireless
Vehicular-A channel is illustrated in Fig. 7, with the y-axes
being logarithmic. The LTE-A system configuration is set
up according to the parameters given at the beginning
of Section V. The BER performances of the conventional
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Fig. 7. BER performance comparisons of different NBI mitigation schemes
in the LTE-A system under the wireless Vehicular-A channel in the presence
of NBI.

Fig. 8. The BER performance with respect to different sparsity levels under
64QAM.

FTE method [9], the conventional BSBL-based algorithm
BSBL-EM [20], and the CS-based methods [18], [36] are
presented for comparison. The worst case ignoring NBI and
the ideal case without NBI are also depicted as benchmarks.
It can be observed that at the target BER of 10−4, the CS meth-
ods (SAMP and PA-SAMP) outperform the conventional FTE
method and the case ignoring NBI by greater than 0.50 dB
and 0.70 dB, respectively. More importantly, it is noted that
the proposed BSBL based methods (I-BSBL and PE-BSBL)
enjoy a further gain of greater than 0.20 dB and 0.30 dB
over the conventional BSBL-based algorithm BSBL-EM
and the CS-based methods, respectively, which implies that
the IBC within the blocks of the block sparse NBI signal
is fully exploited to improve the accuracy and performance
of the proposed BSBL algorithm. Furthermore, it is shown
in Fig. 7 that the gap between the curves of the proposed
I-BSBL method and the ideal case without NBI is only about
0.15 dB, validating the accuracy and effectiveness of the
proposed scheme in the wireless transmission environment.

In addition, the BER performance with respect to different
sparsity levels under 64QAM at SNR = 16.2 dB is investigated
and the result is presented in Fig. 8. It is noted that the BER

performance of conventional CS-based algorithms degrades
significantly with the increase of sparsity level, whereas
the proposed BSBL-based algorithms are hardly influenced.
Hence, the proposed BSBL-based algorithms is much more
robust to the increase of sparsity level than that of conventional
CS-based ones.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The BSBL based framework for NBI cancelation in
CP-OFDM-based LTE-A systems has been proposed in this
paper. Exploiting the temporal correlation of the NBI gen-
erated by NB-IoT signals, the low-complexity TDM method
has been proposed to acquire the block sparse representation
of the NBI from CP-OFDM frames. A BSBL based method,
PE-BSBL, has been proposed to recover the block sparse NBI
with FO. By fully exploiting the IBC in the initialization
and learning phases, the proposed method was capable of
accurately recovering the NBI with FO and large sparsity
levels. Making use of the same IBC matrix generated due
to the same FO of the NBI, the novel algorithm of I-BSBL
has been proposed to further improve the accuracy of NBI
recovery. The proposed schemes achieved a much more
robust and accurate recovery performance compared with the
conventional counterparts, which was validated by extensive
simulation results. By effectively canceling the NB-IoT signal
interfering the LTE-A system, the UEs in LTE-A systems
can operate much more stably and reliably than ever in the
presence of in-band working NB-IoT systems, and a harmonic
transition and coexistence between 4G and 5G scenarios
can be achieved. Furthermore, the proposed BSBL based
framework is applicable and can be easily extended to other
CP-OFDM based communication systems, which greatly
expands the application of the proposed technology.
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